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INTRODUCTION
Technology and digitalization have emerged as the most apparent

competitive advantage in the modern automotive industry. While most car

brands are innovating through infotainment systems and fuel efficiency

features, autonomous driving has realistically become the 'next big thing'

in transportation; whether consumers like it or not. So how exactly are

manufacturers preparing to roll self-driving cars through the supply chain?

The answer can be found within networks of data driven suppliers who are

pushing to contribute towards the future of the automobile.

KEY FACTS
Recent figures show a boom in auto-supplier deals. In 2015 and 2016,

transactions totaled $74.4 billion (>4x previous decade's annual average).

In 2015, 18 transactions of $500 million+ were made (3x previous

decade's average). 2016 has already seen 11 of these massive deals. For

example, last year, Europe's 2nd largest auto supplier, Continental

purchased Elektrobit's software division for $680 million. In July, BMW

announced partnerships with Intel (computing) and Mobileye (sensors),

aiming to bring a fully autonomous vehicle into production by 2021. This is

only the beginning. Source: Bloomberg

PURPOSE
It is no longer a question of whether or not cars will drive themselves; it is

a matter of how companies are aligning their strategy to become

forerunners in the market. Increasing auto investments are broadening

multi-level supplier bases, primarily by involving software-based

companies who offer necessary components for self-driving machines.

Meanwhile, suppliers are battling behind the scenes to catch the attention

of carmakers and establish themselves as essential providers in the

industry. These emerging technologies are changing how traditional supply

chains operate by encouraging more information-sharing between process

partners.

LESSONS LEARNED
Computer companies are continuing to play a bigger role in our lives each

and every day. It is important for students, consumers and industry

professionals alike to acknowledge self-driving as the new frontier for 21st

century transportation. Just as automotive mass-production changed the

global landscape a century ago, mobile technology is currently defining our

more recent history. Now, the market is facing the crossroads of these two

great human advances. Of course, this journey could not have been made

possible without its backbone, the supply chain.


